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Overview
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IFMIF PROJECT

IFMIF aim is the production                                

of a high neutrons flux (1018 n m-2 s-1)         

with 14 MeV peak energy

(International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility) 

2 D+ beams (40 MeV energy) 

will collide on a liquid Li target
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IFMIF – Validation Phase 

LIPAC
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(Linear IFMIF Prototype Accelerator)

LIPAc = prototype of IFMIF Front End              

which includes all critical

accelerator components

to be tested

at nominal beam current

International project

Injector (CEA France)

RFQ (INFN Italy)

Cryomodule (CEA France)

Diagnostics (CEA France, Ciemat Spain)

MEBT + HEBT + Beam dump (Ciemat Spain)

RF power, (Ciemat Spain, CEA France, SCK Belgium)

Cryoplant (CEA France)

LIPAc building at

Rokkasho site in Japan

Installation still in progress
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Injector
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Injector 

control 

interface

The Injector is a multi-component system:
- Ion source + Beam line

- Power supplies and electronics

- Water cooling system and piping

- Diagnostics

- Control system

- Cabling and wiring

- Grounding
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Before Injector Delivery
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The aim of the injector is     

to deliver 140 mA D+ beams 

(in pulsed and CW mode)   

at 100 keV.                         

IFMIF is very challenging                                                            

and the challenge starts at the Injector level.

Based on SILHI source,

IFMIF LIPAc Injector has been

designed, built and tested

at CEA/Saclay

before shipment

to Rokkasho site in Japan
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Injector Documents

Documents which are part of the Delivery report :

- The Injector Design Report

- The acceptance test report 

- The assembly procedure

- The Accelerator System 3D mock-up 

- The Interface Management System sheets

- The injector re-assembly drawings

- The injector cabling folder

- The check-out procedure 

- The commissioning procedure

- The Injector LCS user manual

- The maintenance procedure 

Additional Documents :

- The minutes of Injector meetings

- The Injector LCS maintenance manual 

- The Injector EMU user manual

- The Injector EMU maintenance manual

- The Injector PLC maintenance manual: Management of operation

- The Injector PLC maintenance manual: Management of vacuum groups

And after beam production start:

- The Injector beam switch off procedure

Numerous documents and 

meetings have to be managed        

in parallel                                     

with technical and scientific work  

… 

probably too much                          

for R&D laboratory people 
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Interface management
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Interface management =

List of all interfaces between 1 sub-system and 

- other sub-systems (upstream, downstream and others)

- common utilities (cooling system, electrical power distribution, control system…)

- building (positioning, alignment, anchoring, crane facility, …)

Definition of the interfaces with owners, drawings, documents, etc…

Definition of approval procedure
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Transport from Eu to Japan

The IFMIF LIPAc injector has been disassembled 

and packed at Saclay, 

Before transfer, preparation of : 

- Transport definition and needed documents

- Packaging

- Insurances

- Customs procedures

- Precise list of transferred components

- Transfer of property 



shipped to Hacchinoe port

delivered on 

the Rokkasho 

site
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Transport from Eu to Japan

Do not forget the customs procedures !!!
And document for the transport: 

- Pro forma invoice

- Document of Transfer of ownership between CEA-F4E 

- Transport document (to be attached on the packages)

- Precise list of elements in each package. Japanese colleagues controlled each 

package content (and counted the precise number of the provided elements…)
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Here is :
- 1 LEBT...

That’s all!

Important to quantify precisely the number of different elements...

Here is not a set of...

Here are:
- n1 bolts (l = X mm, d = X mm)

- n2 washers (d = X mm)

- n3 screws (d = X mm)

Detailed inventory



Missions on site

Before each mission on site, CEA Injector manpower has to :

- deliver a document describing the expected activities with possible 

risks

- deliver an itinerary table and a Visitor form

When arriving on site:

- follow safety training once a year

- deliver a radioprotection shuttle form

- deliver a medical certificate of less than 6 months

During the mission on site

- Participate to the weekly meeting each Monday morning

- Participate to the daily meeting each morning for a summary of 

previous work and for pointing out the risks due to co-activities
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Installation on site
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Several Lessons from LIPAc (1)
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- Never start construction without consolidated guidelines 

- Perfect agreement between guidelines, design report and technical specs 

has to be verified before starting the realization

- Importance of prerequisites and interface management

- Security and safety have to be clearly defined and spread before starting 

installation on site:

- instructions readable by everybody 

- attitude in case of accident,

- who can do what, 

- problem of co-activities, 

- Need experienced manpower with particle accelerator skills on site
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Several Lessons from LIPAc (2)
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- Site must be well equipped with workshops and spaces with adapted tools 

for technical activities (mechanics, cabling and wiring, electronic board 

inspection and repair, etc…)

- Pressure due to POLITICAL Milestones is not beneficial to the project:

- Not enough time to perform the needed commissioning in Europe

- Loss of time on final site before starting installation

- Issues of missing manpower on site to complete the commissioning 

- CEA Injector group manpower was needed largely more than planned on site

- Largely more people on the photos for 1st beam than at work for 

installation



For LIPAc Injector 

- Installation and check-out of the LIPAc injector took … 11 months, 

from package opening to the 1st plasma

- Commissioning of the Injector is not completed yet, 

4 years after the delivery on site

- Protection of background knowledge is important 

 Issues transfering detailed drawings when repair is needed

- Final cost for CEA is largely higher than estimated 

lots of unexpected missions + work from Saclay

Conclusion (1)



Conclusion (2)

Few personal comments:

Difference of culture could lead to unexpected 

difficulties

Experienced manpower with accelerator technical skills 

is essential on site

R&D laboratories delivering “FORMULA 1” sub-systems 

are not industrial companies

An HPPA is not a “coffee machine” with On/Off button
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Thank you for your attention  
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View of LIPAc Injector H+ beam
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